How is the environment represented in the brain? How do brains learn and adapt? What is the code through which neurons communicate? How do animals make decisions? How does the brain generate appropriate behavior? What is the neuronal basis of cognition? How does intelligence emerge? Can biological systems teach artificial systems? Can animal learning inspire machine learning? These crucial questions are at the core of the quest for understanding brain function and of the endeavor to build artificial intelligent systems. Over the past decades, the field of Neural Coding has evolved rapidly. The original focus, which was on the efficient representation and transmission of information in single neurons and neuronal populations, has broadened to a wide scope of information processing in synapses, single neurons, and neuronal networks. Timely topics include for instance the transformation from dense to sparse codes, the emergence of percepts at higher brain centers, adaptation and memory formation as a form of re-coding of information, and the formation of behavioral decisions based on evidence and experience. The series of twelve International Neural Coding Workshops starting in 1996 have had a pioneering role in bridging the domains of the practically disjoint disciplines of neurobiology,
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